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ABSTRACT 

The global financial crisis of 2008 nearly put a halt to China‟s export-led and current account 

surpluses trajectory, in 2007 China‟s current account surplus fell from 10% of GDP to about 2% 
in 2013. This necessitates the internationalization of the Chinese Renminbi to boost trade, 

investment and hedge against foreign currency risk through bilateral currency swap. In 

bilateral currency swap, on the trade date, counter parties exchange notional amounts in two 

different currencies. For instance, one party receives 30 million British pounds while the other 

receives 3.3 million Chinese Renminbi. This implies a GBP/RMB exchange rate of 1.1, and at 

the end of the deal they swap again using the same exchange rate. Evidently, the currency 

bilateral swap agreements signed by the People‟s Bank of China and some Central Banks in 
advanced, emerging markets and developing economies is reinforcing the trend of Renminbi 

internationalization in global trade. Our empirical results show that Furthermore, the relative 

trade shares and exports intensity depicts a large positive swing especially for the swap 

provider, further suggesting that swap line’s primal motive perhaps resolves around the 
provider country’s self-interest, even though the benefits are substantially symbiotic for the 

recipient and provider country. 

Keywords: Bilateral Currency Swap Line, Financial Development China, Trade Flows, and 

Renminbi Internationalization. 
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1. Introduction 

Over the last two decades, the Chinese authorities commenced an extensive process to 

liberalize and internationalize Renminbi particularly under premier Zhu Rongji since 1993. 

The Chinese authorities are committed to achieving full convertibility of Yuan (Renminbi) by 

the end of the century. Before this period, the Chinese economy had been operating under a 

tight capital control since the formation of the People‟s Republic of China (PRC) in 1949 

(Cheung et al., 2017; Ito, 2011; Vallee, 2012; Yu, 2012; Chen and Cheung, 2012; and Park, 

2010). However, the liberalization and financial market reform initiated in the 1980s set the 

center stage for the rapid expansion of the Chinese economy. In the year 1994, deliberate and 

conscious efforts were implemented to lessen capital account restrictions in a piecemeal 

fashion and eventually established current account convertibility in 1996 (see Gao and Yu, 

2009). The Asian financial crisis 1997-8 put a temporary halt to this objective. The Asian 

economic upheavals of 1997-8has made the Chinese authorities to relax its initial target of 

ensuring full convertibility by the close of the century. The global financial crisis of 2008 

causes a decline in the overall trade financing due to US dollar shortage. In effect, this 

culminated to a massive decline in Chinese exports, and further exposed the unreliability of 

the existing international monetary system. The situation necessitates a move to safeguard 

against future reoccurrence, largely due to high reliance of the Chinese economy on 

international trade.  

Consequently, as reported in Campenella, (2014) RMB internationalization is now at the apex 

of the economic policy of China enshrined in the codified 12th five-year plan (for the period 

2011-2015). The plan implementation of the plan is through the meticulous and strategic 

engagements of powerful economic and financial institutions of the Chinese economy: The 

People‟s Bank of China (PBOC), the Ministry of Commerce, and the Ministry of Finance. 

Similarly, the plan is designed to enhance the cross-border use of RMB and subsequent 

liberalization of its capital account. In recent years, we have witnessed a passionate 

commitment by the Chinese government to liberalize its capital account through gradual 

expansion of the Renminbi (RMB) for settlement of global trade, development of a robust 

offshore Renminbi environment.  In the bid to facilitate this goal, firms domicile outside 

China can open Renminbi (RMB) accounts in mainland China (Shanghai and four cities in 

Guangdong province) or Hong Kong (He, 2012; Cui, 2013a; Cui, 2013b; and Germain, and 

Schwartz, 2017). Since 2009 this pilot scheme was in operation for RMB trade settlement – 

the scheme is the first legal framework undertaken by the authorities to use RMB for current 

account transactions. To strengthen the internationalization process, the People‟s Bank of 
China (PBOC) declared its plan to develop and convert Shanghai into a global financial hub. 

In addition, new offshore clearing centers were extended in Singapore, Malaysia, and Europe. 
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Furthermore, negotiations to strike more offshore deals in several other countries, like Canada, 

Australia, and the United States, are ongoing (Cheung et al., 2017).  

Contemporarily, the Chinese economy is an excellent specimen of export-powered growth, 

through learning by doing, reversing its status quo from autarkic fashion to opening up to 

foreign know how, and buffered by a complex and well tracked industrial policy.1 China 

marked two decades of growth from (1980-2000), a quantum leap of transformation from 

autarkic and drudgery agricultural economy to a more sophisticated industrial sector and 

rising service sector in one generation (see Song and Zilibotti, 2009). In the period under 

scrutiny, China has recorded rapid growth in international trade, current account/GDP 

surpluses since the 2000s, and this is consistent with massive reserve hoarding and 

sterilization of expanding its trade surpluses and inflow of financial investment (Aizenman 

and Lee, 2008). Arguably, (Aizenman, Jinjazak, and Zheng, 2015) stressed that these policies 

deliberately pursued by the Chinese authorities intend to delay and slow the real appreciation 

associated its rapid growth success. The Asian region had seen the proliferation and build-up 

of FX reserves unprecedentedly since after the Asian financial crisis of 1997-1998. The 

Asia‟s reserve swelled from US$202 billion in 1990 to US$3371 billion in 2008, and the 
growth continues to gallop at 20% per year. It is important to note that China‟s contribution to 
this buildup accounted for than 50% of the realized growth of 1990-2008. In seeking to 

understand the extraordinary growth of Asia‟s FX reserves in the post-Asian financial crisis. 

Aizenman et al. 2011 opined that the Asian‟s crisis had a devastating impact socially and 
economically in the region. Even though five countries – Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, 

Philippines, and Thailand bore the weight of the shock, but the psychological impact of the 

crisis spread to the whole region. On the precise cause of the crisis, a considerable deal of 

controversy clouds discussion of academics and policy circle. 

However, the consensus was that of a shortage of international liquidity. Broadly speaking, 

the move to accumulate massive reserves and bilateral currency swapping highlights the 

precautionary self-insurance against the occurrence of another crisis. Aizenman et al. (2011), 

assess the prospective rise and impact of the aftermath of the 2008 global financial crisis that 

had seen the proliferation of the currency swap agreements between major central banks like 

the US Federal Reserve, PBOC, ECB, some Asian economies, and later rest of world. They 

show that currency swaps constitute one dimension of complimenting international reserves 

for effective insurance against unexpected shocks. Additionally, US Federal Reserve and ECB 

swap line served somewhat as a substitute to the foreign reserve accumulation for some 

emerging markets. Consequently, this piece of work seeks to explain the motive of PBOC‟s 
currency swaps from mercantilist export promotion as a way of intensifying the continuous 

Chinese economy‟s export-led drive towards growth. 
                                                                     

1Learning via experimental approach greatly help China to poster its rapid productivity growth. 
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Using the gravity model, we intend to show the empirical evidence of trade creation via 

ex-post analysis of the trade flows. Methodologically, the theory consistent structural gravity 

model is an essential tool in our research kits to unbundle our goal. Regarding the sample, we 

drew sample 27 countries that were into China's currency swap line for empirical analysis. 

Similarly, our analysis relies on a panel approach which accounts for country-pair fixed 

effects solely to circumvent the embedded endogeneity in trade policy analysis, and phase-in 

effects of the bilateral currency swap agreement, which has important implication for future 

significance of swaps on trade. 

The outcome of our empirical findings reveals an apparently large impact of bilateral currency 

swaps on trade flows. Succinctly, on average, the estimates suggest that bilateral currency 

swap increases counterparts trade more than three times. An important caveat we hold is that 

currency swap might be different from other forms of international trade agreements, such as 

the currency unions, currency peg, and dollarization, and indeed they have a different impact 

on trade. 

 

2. China’s Bilateral Currency Swap Agreement: Rationale and Strategy 

The extension of offshore Renminbi (RMB) is a strategic move towards promoting RMB as 

global investment currency for capital investment. The people‟s currency is now an asset class 
with a broad network of market participants that utilize it as an investment currency. The 

International Monetary Fund (IMF) on November 30, 2015 approved the inclusion of 

Renminbi in its Special Drawing Rights (SDR) baskets of currencies; this is another turning 

point for RMB to turn around with the elite global currencies, including the US dollar, British 

Pound, Euro and the Japanese Yen. Although, the quest for the internationalization agenda 

still has a long way to go, however, the recognition of RMB as part of the SDR basket is 

indeed a watershed and a milestone for the internationalization objective (see David, 2016). 

Gao and Yu (2009), and Subramanian and Kessler, (2012) maintained that before the active 

internationalization of RMB move, the Chinese government mildly started the liberalization 

of its currency and capital markets, due to concerns from its major trading partners. The 

people‟s currency has a history of the pegged exchange rate, for example from 1994 to 2005, 

Renminbi was pegged RMB 8.28 to US dollar one. In the second quarter of 2005, the Chinese 

authorities-initiated policies that gradually aided the basing of RMB value subject to a daily 

trading band and basket of currencies, though rigidly controlled around the range of +/- 0.3%. 

Moreover, the Chinese authorities imposed tight capital controls. The relatively flexible 

exchange rate policy has made the RMB to appreciate by 21% from July 2005 to July 2008. 

During the 2008 global financial crisis, the People‟s Bank of China retained a peg policy to 
the USD from July 2008 through 2010, and in 2012, the trading band was increased to 1% and 
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later 2% in 2014. However, RMB suddenly started witnessing two-way volatility in 2014.
2
 

The People‟s Bank of China (PBOC) declared a surprising devaluation in August 2015, which 
depreciate the value of RMB by 3% against the US dollar overnight. Since then RMB has 

depreciated continuously against the USD, which may also have to do with Federal Reserve 

raising its rate, to strengthen the US dollar relative to other currencies (Love and Chen, 2015; 

and Campenella, 2014). 

Renminbi (RMB) internationalization is receiving attention on commencement comparable to 

some of the China‟s initiatives such as the Asian infrastructure investment bank (AIIB) and 

the one Belt, and one Road initiative scheme. The government actively engage in the efforts 

to internationalize its currency (RMB). Although the Chinese capital account is, still relatively 

closed, non-resident investors cannot have access to RMB in international markets (Lin and 

Cheung, 2016; Gao and Yu, 2009; Park, 2010; Yu, 2012; and Chen and Cheung, 2011). 

Therefore, the alternative way to increase and encourage the international trade flow is 

through the swap line agreements even without opening of the capital account. The main aim 

of the currency swap agreement is to solve the problem of illiquidity in the time of downturn. 

For instance, taking the remote example of Asian financial crisis, after the crisis many Asian 

countries, including China, embraced a currency swap agreement under the canopy of the 

Chiang Mai Initiative (CMI). It follows that the United States entered a currency swap with 

several countries (such as Switzerland, Korea, Brazil, Mexico, and Singapore) to mainly 

provide liquidity in the form of US dollar to these countries. Most of the swaps are 

denominated in US dollars while others are in the local currencies (Liao and McDowell, 2015; 

Aizenman et al. 2011; Bowles and Wong, 2013; Cohen, 2012; Mcguire and Peter, 2012). 

Going beyond the Asian regional cooperation, the currency swap line of China continuously 

raises to approximately 30 countries since 2008 (see Table 1). Besides, In addition, the 

broader purpose is to facilitate bilateral trade and investment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                                     

2
The trading band was increased to 0.5% in 2007. 
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Figure 1: Correlation Between Trade Volume and Swap Size (in billion RMB) 

 

Source: People‟s Bank of China‟s News Release. 

Bilateral swap agreements (BSAs) is not an entirely a new phenomenon. For example, in the 

aftermath of the global financial crisis, the Association of the South East Asian Nations plus 

the three largest East Asian economies – Japan, South Korea, and China signed the Chiang 

Mai Initiative (CMI) to guide against the future occurrence of liquidity shortage (see 

Aizenman et al. 2011).3 The Chiang Mai Initiative is a regional network of bilateral swap 

agreements (BSAs) among its members affected by the Asian crisis by varying degree. In 

comparison, US Federal Reserve move to enter into the bilateral swap agreements displayed a 

preference for considering developed countries as BSA partners following the 2008-09 

financial fallout. Mainly central banks of developed countries accounted for 10 out of the 14 

temporary BSA counterparts. After that, in October 2013, some of the temporary BSAs were 

converted into standing arrangements with five developed countries, namely the Bank of 

England, the Bank of Japan, the European Central Bank, Swiss National Bank, and Bank of 

Canada (Detais, 2016 and Goldberg and Kenney, 2010). These countries possess a high 

degree of financial openness with less history of sovereign default; this is important for the 

US Federal Reserve to minimize credit risks. Unlike the Federal Reserve, the PBOC‟s include 
many developing countries as BSA partners. Among the more than 30 useful BSAs, only six 

are with central banks of developed economies. No clear-cut evidence suggests that the 

decision of PBOC is not under the influence of geopolitical or institutional factors; somewhat 

                                                                     

3 The CMI initiative was link to IMF program, after its multilateralization and then converted into a single 

agreement in 2008. Furthermore, the CMI size now worth $240 billion in 2014 compared to the initial $120 

billion. In comparison, bilateral currency swap agreements of China signed after the 2008 global financial crisis 

is denominated in RMB, while the CMI initiative are denominated in USD. 
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in the quest for internationalization, the selection of China‟s swap line agreement is as open as 
possible. For instance, several countries with default history are a signatory to China‟s swap 
line, like Argentina. Even though, these countries may be keen to establish such kind of 

financial arrangements solely to improve their standing and guide against external shocks. 

Similarly, for such countries, Renminbi swap line is in their economic interest if China has 

fewer concerns over their sovereign default history (see Aizenman, 2011). Figure 3 shows the 

relative importance of its swap partners as a significant exports destination since 1970s.  

3. Currency Swap, Trade and Exchange Rate Volatility 

The existence of swap lines as a hedging facility is one way of reducing the exchange rate 

uncertainty on international trade. Theoretical studies long established the expected impact of 

exchange rate volatility on international trade (see Allayannis, 2001). The effect might 

negatively assert influence on trade depending on some factors such as the structure of 

production such as the small number of firms, risk preferences, presence or absence of 

forward contract markets or currency swap options, and degree of economic integration (see 

Auboin and Ruta, 2013; Kawai, 1986; Broll and Wessel, 2011; Wong, 2003). Goswami et al. 

(2004) theoretically show that high economic exposure determines firm‟s preference to 

currency swaps. The economic exposure is positive if the foreign currency denominated cash 

inflows negatively correlate with foreign exchange rates. Their theory suggests that currency 

swaps help global firms to achieve long-term financing and financial risk management goals. 

Theoretically, most studies underpinned the idea that an increase in exchange rate volatility 

leads to a decrease in international trade. For example, if economic agents are risk averse, a 

higher volatility of exchange rate increases uncertainty, and hence raises the cost of 

conducting international trade (see Doganlar, 2002; Ethier, 1973; and Clark, 1973; Barkoulas, 

et al., 2002). McKenzie (1999) show that uncertainty will be greater in the absence of an 

adequate hedging instrument, indicating that the existence of a well-functioning forward 

market might lower exchange rate volatility downwards. The pioneering work of Ethier (1973) 

further supported the assertion that with perfect forward markets, and no other sources of 

uncertainty rather than exchange rate, the volume of trade is uninfluenced by exchange rate 

volatility. Moreover, Viane and Vries (1992) also reexamined the impact of rising volatility of 

the exchange rate on trade volume; their findings slightly contrast Ethier (1973). Showing that 

even when a forward market exists, the spot exchange rate volatility indirectly affects the 

volume of trade via its effect on the forward rate. In addition, they show that with an increase 

in the volatility of the exchange rate, the imports and exports might be different. It follows 

that in equilibrium forward rate is determinedby the total supply and demand for the forward 

currency. As a result, exports lose (benefit), and imports benefit (lose) when trade balance 

sign become positive (negative). Broll and Eckwert (1999) explored the theoretical likelihood 

of a positive association between exchange rate volatility and exports. The intuition behind 
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this possibility is because an increase in exchange rate volatility open options to export to the 

world markets, implying that firms that are more flexible can react to these changes and 

reallocate their exports destinations. Wei (1999) investigate the hedging hypothesis, i.e., an 

empirical puzzle in international finance, based on the notion that identifying the large and 

negative effect of exchange rate on trade is difficult due to the availability of forward and 

swap options. In testing the validity using data of over 1000 country pairs, the results show 

that there is no evidence in the data to support the validity of the hedging hypothesis. 

Moreover, country pairs with large trade potential, still, exchange rate volatility deters goods 

trade largely than that typically claim and documented in the literature. Wong (2003) show 

that hedging theorem holds if firms always find it optimal to export entire their output in the 

foreign markets. However, if firms are flexible by ex-post allocating their exports between the 

domestic and the international markets, and guide against foreign exchange risk exposure, 

implicitly using real hedging instrument introduces a convex component into the firm‟s 
foreign exchange exposure. Adam-Muller (2000) examines the optimal production, hedging 

and export allocation of a risk averse international firms that exports to different foreign 

markets with different currencies and multiple exchange rate risks. In the first scenario, that 

only one forward market for a single currency exist. In this case, the export allocation to 

different markets is separable from the firm‟s preference and the joint distribution of the 
exchange rates. In the second scenario, where hedging instruments and forward markets for 

each currency exist. In this case, production and exports allocation are separable. As result 

hedging with forward contracts, depend on risk premium and the joint distribution of the 

exchange rates. Brollet al. (2015) examine the behavior of competitive exporting firms that 

exports to two foreign countries in a state of multiple sources of exchange rate uncertainty. 

Showing that since firms cross hedge their exchange rate exposure if there is an only one 

forward market between the domestic currency and foreign country‟s currency. Therefore, 

firms optimally export to both foreign countries and the decision of firm‟s production is 
independent of the firm risk attitude and the underlying exchange rate uncertainty. Further, 

the showing that the firms‟ optimal forward position depends on whether the two random 
exchange rates correlate in the sense of expectation dependence.  

Furthermore, the empirical literature revealed clear-cut evidence between exchange rate 

volatility and trade. Baum and Caglayan (2010) investigate the effect of exchange rate 

uncertainty, and international trade flows from the period of 1980-1998 for a broad set of 

industrial economies. Their results show the absence of a significant relationship between 

exchange rate uncertainty and trade volume. They argued that the openness of capital market 

in the emerging countries tend to reduce the effect of exchange rate volatility on international 

trade as compared to the impact in the developing counterparts. Grier and Smallwood (2007) 

show relatively a modest evidence of negative impact of the exchange rate volatility on 
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multilateral exports within the subsample of some developing countries and find little 

significant effects for some developed countries. Tenrenyo (2007) applies the gravity equation 

to analyze 87 developed and less developed countries in a panel data framework; the study 

does not find evidence pointing a significant link between exchange rate volatility on trade. 

Arize et al. (2008) find a negative and statistically significant long-run relationship in eight 

Latin American countries. Grier and Smallwood (2013) find evidence that real exchange rate 

uncertainty negatively affects trade for many less developed countries. The revealed evidence 

depicts unexpected impulse response of the real exchange rate on the growth of exports. 

Nevertheless, the empirical results also indicate asymmetric positive shocks that generate 

substantial negative response while unexpected depreciations produce a relatively smaller 

positive response. Caglayan and Demir (2013) also find a significantly negative of exchange 

rate uncertainty on trade flows in emerging markets. Furthermore, the results show that the 

direction of trade matters under the condition of exchange rate uncertainty, especially the 

direction of south-south or south-north trade. Asteriou et al. (2016) tested four empirical 

models for the impact of exchange rate volatility on export and import demand for the MINT 

countries. The empirical findings show that in the short run for Mexico and Indonesia, 

volatility affects exports and imports demand, except for Turkey, where the magnitude of the 

volatility has a small effect on export or import demand. In the case of Nigeria, the results 

indicate a unidirectional causality from export demand to volatility. Yang and Yu (2016) 

explore the effects of exchange rate variation on bilateral trade in exchange rate regime and 

with a vehicle currency. The findings suggested that appreciation of the import country‟s 
currency against the vehicle currency expectedly promotes imports and that the volatility of 

the import country‟s currency against the vehicle currency depresses the expected level of 
imports. Nevertheless, the effect on export country‟s currency is ambiguous.  

The paper seeks to explain the ex-post behavior of China's Renminbi trade policy and the 

pattern of world trade, an essential novelty in this piece of work is to investigate the effect of 

currency swap on trade empirically. The literature of international trade provides a scanty 

evidence in this area. Therefore, our empirical investigation provides more elaborate discussion 

on currency swap and trade which will be of interest and relevance to the world. There are two 

novelties to this study. First, we take a line variant of the previous studies, and the foremost 

objective is to investigate empirically trade creation and trade diversion effect of the 

RMB-based trade policy-the bilateral currency swap agreements (BSAs) on bilateral trade. 

The study examines the positive impact on the counterparties to the agreement (trade creation) 

and the adverse effect on non-partner countries (trade diversion). Using the gravity model, we 

intend to show the empirical evidence of trade creation via ex-post analysis of the trade flows. 

Methodologically, the theory consistent structural gravity model is an essential tool in our 

research kits to unbundle our goal. Regarding the sample, we drew sample 27 countries that 
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were into China's currency swap line for empirical analysis. Similarly, our analysis relies on a 

panel approach which accounts for country-pair fixed effects solely to circumvent the 

embedded endogeneity in trade policy analysis, and phase-in effects of the bilateral currency 

swap agreement, which has important implication for future significance of swaps on trade. 

The outcome of our empirical findings reveals an apparently large impact of bilateral currency 

swaps on trade flows. Succinctly, on average, the estimates suggest that bilateral currency 

swap increases counterparts trade more than three times. An important caveat we hold is that 

currency swap might be different from other forms of international trade agreements, such as 

the currency unions, currency peg, and dollarization, and indeed they have a different impact 

on trade.  

3.1 Currency Swap Mechanism 

Currency swaps evolved from back to back loans. In a back to back loan, two parties in 

different countries make loans to one another, of equal value, each denominated in the 

currency of the lender and each maturing on the same date. The two loans are covered by 

separate agreements. The initial loan will be transacted at the spot rate, the interest payments 

and principal repayment would be carried out at formal rates (Detais, 2016; Sivaprakasam, 

and Mathew, 1996; and Close, (2001).Khurshed(2012) illustrated that Currency swap can be 

viewed as foreign exchange agreement between two parties to exchange principal and interest 

payments of a loan in one currency for equivalent aspect of an equal in net present value loan 

in another currency. This sort of arrangements is motivated by comparative advantage. 

Generally, currency swap that involves the exchange of principal and in one currency for the 

same in another currency is a foreign exchange transaction that is not required by law to be 

shown on the balance sheet. Similarly, since the exchange payments take place in two 

different currencies, the prevailing spot rate is benchmark to calculate interest payment and 

the principal. Significantly, the swap agreement is a customized instrument of international 

finance used to hedge against exchange rate and interest rate risk which is particularly 

important for firms and countries whose major source revenue heavily relies on international 

trade. 

Historically, currency swap was originally utilized in the 1970s to evade foreign exchange 

control in the UK. During that period, the United Kingdom firms had to pay a premium to 

borrow is US dollars. In the exertion to skirt this, UK Companies firms set up back to back 

loan agreements with US firms who desire to borrow pound sterling. Nevertheless, currency 

swap arrangements date back to 1981 when IBM and World Bank entered into swap 

arrangement. Thereafter, currency swap has become a vital international financial instrument 

for management of debt and interest rate risk management. The market for swap agreement 

was developed and largely dominated by major investment and commercial banks, that 
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actively, market their product and servicesto corporate, institutional, and government clients. 

Contemporarily, swaps are among the most heavily traded international financial instruments 

(contracts) in the world. For instance, the total amount of outstanding and interest rate swap 

exceeds $426.7 trillion as of 2009, according to international swap and derivative association. 
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Figure 1: International Liquidity Swap Scheme 

 

Source: Adopted from Detais (2016). 

Significantly, currency swap has two major uses, firstly, it enables the parties to secure a 

cheaper debt (i.e. to borrow at best available rates irrespective of currency and swapping debt 

in the desired currency via back to back loans). Secondly, swaps are effective mechanisms for 

hedging against exchange rate exposure and fluctuation. Moreover, currency swaps are cost 

effective ways to transform risk exposures and alter future cash flows of firms. Similarly, 

comparative advantage is the fundamental motivation for wide area swap – covered foreign 

currency borrowing like the central bank bilateral currency of route of China and United 

States that covered many countries with large volumes swap – covered borrowing. Suppose 

the borrowing cost differ across markets, issuers as firms or central banks are likely to 

ameliorate their overall financing cost initiating swaps agreement in a manner in each party 
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signatories to the swap financial contract has an incentive or comparative advantage using the 

funds and proceeds.4 

The swap agreement had seen a remarkable comeback, especially, in the 2000s when trading 

currency swaps increased for many world de facto currencies. In the heart of the global 

financial crisis of 2008, currency swap transactions were utilized by the United States‟ 
Federal Reserve and central bank of developed and emerging countries. Where both parties 

exchange domestic currencies at the prevailing market exchange rate and reverse the swap at 

the same exchange rate, predetermined at a future date. Essentially, the liquidity swap was 

aimed at providing liquidity in U.S. dollars to foreign markets. It is important to note that the 

central banks‟ liquidity swap and the plain vanilla currency swap are structurally the same. 
While plain vanilla currency swap is driven mainly by comparative advantage, the central 

bank liquidity swaps are emergency loans of U.S dollars to overseas markets. In contrast, the 

Peoples‟ Banks of China (PBOCs‟) motive is a multi-dimensional one, to serve both the aim 

of trade and investment promotion in addition to Renminbi internationalization framework 

which was a policy move to integrate the Chinese economy into the global monetary system.  

4. The Data and Empirical Structural Gravity Equation 

The application of Gravity model to bilateral interactions among the pair of countries, predicts 

trade between two economies as directly proportional to the product of their sizes and 

inversely proportional to the trade frictions between them. Early applications of this model 

resort to physical science analogy of the Newtonian Law of Gravitation without formal 

economic foundations (see Tinbergen, 1962; Linnnemann, 1966; Aitken, 1973; and Sapir, 

1981). In 1979, the formal theoretical economic foundations of gravity emanated, under the 

assumptions that place of origin differentiates goods as in Armington (1969) and that 

consumers preferences are homothetic, identical across countries, and approximated by a CES 

utility function. Anderson (1979) formally derives the fundamental foundation of economic 

gravity rooted in economic theory. Since then several studies surfaced (see Baier and 

Bergstrand, 2001; Eaton and Kortum, 2002) and later Anderson and van Wincoop (2003) 

refine and popularize the idea in Anderson (1979). One notable attribute common to all these 

models is the explicit role for price levels or some form multilateral resistance term, for 

example, Balwin and Taglioni (2007) argued that ignoring the multilateral resistance term is 

                                                                     

4
For example, comparative advantage exists in financial market if similar risk is priced differently in different 

market, in this situation central banks and firms stand to gain from currency swapping. The benefit of swap more 

generally helps countries regulate their exposure to exchange rate uncertainty and interest rate risk.  
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tantamount to committing a gold medal mistake in the estimation of the gravity equation.
5
 

The framework of theoretical structural gravity system suggests the following;   

                  (        )   
                                                                 (1) 

         ∑ (     )                      ∑ (     )                                    (2) 

Equation (1) is the representation of the theoretical gravity system that derives trade flows 

between pair of countries, conveniently we can decompose the size term,     ⁄ , and the trade 

cost term, (   (    )⁄ )   
 Here the interpretation of the size term,     ⁄ , denote the 

hypothetical level of frictionless trade between a pair of countries i and j without trade costs. 

Mechanically, setting the bilateral frictions to equality (   =1), and re-deriving the gravity 

model, will intuitively, imply a frictionless world where consumers face the same price for a 

few goods regardless of their physical location. Similarly, the expenditure share on goods 

from a country will be equal to the share of production trace to source destination country in 

the global economy (say       ⁄     ⁄    In effect, the economics size term carries a very 

useful information in relation to country size and bilateral trade flows. For example, large 

producers will naturally export more almost all destinations; richest and biggest markets also 

import more from almost all sources; also, trade flows between i and j will be larger if the pair 

countries are similar in size. Similarly, the trade cost term, (   (    )⁄ )   
captures the 

effect of trade costs that is the driving force of the realized and frictionless trade between a 

pair country. The literature divides the trade cost term into three components. First, the 

bilateral trade between a pair of country i and j,      which is typically denoted by various 

historical, geographical variables. For example, bilateral distance, common border, language, 

colonizer, countriesever in colonial relationship and landlocked countries and trade policy 

variables regional trade agreement, (RTAs) between country pairs say i and j are the gravity 

controls in the literature. Secondly, the structural terms     denotes the inward multilateral 

resistance term, which represents importer j’s ease access of market. Thirdly,     indicates the 

outward multilateral resistance term that measures the exporter I’s ease of market access. 
                                                                     

5An important departure from the analogy of Newtonian gravity model is the multilateral resistance terms (MTR), 

which captures general equilibrium forces in a structural gravity system. Anderson and van Wincoop (2003) 

show that the more a country is resistant to trade with a given country, the more it shall trade with others, 

including itself and this captures the general equilibrium effect.  
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Primarily, the multilateral resistance term are vehicles that translate into the initial analysis of 

partial equilibrium effects of trade policy at the bilateral level to measure the country specific 

effects on consumer and producer prices. The initial effects of trade costs on trade flows 

account for the direct effect, while the taking into the trade cost changes into prices, incomes 

and expenditure is capture using the general equilibrium (Head and Mayer 2014 and Yotov et 

al., 2016). The structural gravity is multiplicative in nature, therefore, log-linearizing equation 

(1) with error term expansion we obtain the estimating equation thus:                          (            (           (                    (   

This specification (4) is core to our analysis of central bank bilateral currency swap agreement, 

trade flows and various determinants of bilateral trade.       indicates the bilateral trade 

between country i and j at time t. Which depends positively on             i.e., the importer 

expenditure and exporter income, and negatively on distance as a form of trade cost.The 

proxy of trade cost in the standard structural gravity system is(             it incorporates all 

manner of a series of observables that approximate bilateral trade cost. Interchangeably, we 

replace (            with         as a measure of all sort of trade cost (a vector of control 

variables that represent the trade costs) in equation (5), these geographical and historical 

variables such as common border, language, colonial ties, countries that are an island, 

landlocked, and prevalence of regional agreements. While        (a dummy variable, 0/1 for 

swap status) which captures the central bank bilateral currency swap between China and 

members signatory to the agreement. From equation (4)       and        are unobservable, to 

obtain theoretically consistent estimates               captures exporter-time and 

importer-time fixed effects, which account for the outward and the inward multilateral 

resistance term, as well as other unobservable exporter-time and importer-time country 

specific attributes that influences trade. Constant term is not included in the presence of fixed 

effects. 
 

ln(                                                                       (4) 

 

ln(                                                                       (5)   

While      in equation (5) captures the unobserved country-pair fixed effects, i.e., it controls 

bilateral country-pair unobserved heterogeneity and time-invariant unobservable trade-related 

factors that influence trade. Of relevance to note, all the time-invariant regressor lumped into 

the pair-specific fixed effects, absorbing all sort of similarities that are constant over time 

among the trading partners. 
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Table 2: Poisson Pseudo Maximum Likelihood (PPML) Intuitive Gravity Estimates 

 PPML [1] PPML [2] PPML [3] PPML [4] 

     

Exp Income 0.806*** 0.857*** 0.854*** 0.829*** 

 (0.0241) (0.0198) (0.0174) (0.0163) 

Imp Expenditure 0.813*** 0.859*** 0.857*** 0.840*** 

 (0.0273) (0.0234) (0.0217) (0.0208) 

Distance  -0.834*** -0.873*** -0.740*** 

  (0.0443) (0.0345) (0.0300) 

Border  0.590*** 0.428*** 0.411*** 

  (0.173) (0.118) (0.105) 

Colony  0.590*** 0.182 0.231** 

  (0.0782) (0.117) (0.102) 

Island  0.537*** 0.516*** 0.549*** 

  (0.0776) (0.0779) (0.0748) 

Landlocked   -0.348*** -0.334*** 

   (0.0609) (0.0611) 

Common language   0.623*** 0.596*** 

   (0.106) (0.0926) 

Common nation   0.0629 -0.0100 

   (0.483) (0.500) 

Regional    0.484*** 

    (0.0487) 

Currency swap    0.649** 

    (0.271) 

TD_Swap    0.216 

    (0.201) 

     

Observations 635,137 635,137 635,137 635,137 

R-squared 0.522 0.593 0.671 0.726 

 

In addition, this makes our regression to rely on time series variation, and it compares the pair 

observations of each country before and after           accession to determine the       coefficient. In both equation (5) and (6),         captures intra-       trade creation. The 

inclusion of fixed effects specification and country-pair fixed effects represent a theory 

consistent structural gravity formulation to account for unobserved heterogeneity (see Baier 

and Bergstrand, 2007; Feenstra, 2004; Anderson and Yotov, 2011; Olivero and Yotov, 2012). 
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In the context of estimating average treatment effects of swap agreement on trade across swap 

member countries, the specification is in line with Baier and Bergstrand (2007) to yield 

unbiased coefficient estimates.
6
For robust estimation, we also consider the following PPML 

regression:                                                                             (6) 

The preceded models applied OLS estimator in log linear form. Econometric theory suggests 

that pooled or cross section regression satisfy the classical assumptions. Hence, OLS is 

unbiased, consistent and efficient estimator. However, as discussed in Santos Silva and 

Tenreyro (2006) standard log linearization is inappropriate and infeasible. First, the dependent 

variable can be 0.  

Second, even if all the observations of the dependent variable are strictly positive, the 

expected value of the log-linearized error will overall the depend on the covariates and 

therefore OLS will be inconsistent (Santos Silva and Tenreyro, 2006, p.644). Similarly, the 

error terms are heteroskedastic and therefore its variance depends on the exponential function 

of the independent variable. Therefore, the pattern of heteroscedasticity, makes all the higher 

moments of the conditional distribution of the error term to affect the consistency of the 

estimator. In a nutshell, log linearization process drives the inconsistent estimates because of 

the correlation of the error term with explanatory variables. 

Our alternative econometric specification that investigates trade diversion effect of RMB 

currency swap agreement of China follows Ghosh and Yamarik (2004), Dai, et al. (2014), 

Baier and Bergstrand (2007) that seek to identify the impact of FTAs on trade flows which 

generally based on gravity model. The approach fits the recent development in the application 

of empirical gravity to account for multilateral resistant term which had proven efficiency in 

the prediction of trade flows. The framework is given by:               [                                                   
 ]                         (7) 

Here,   (        is the bilateral trade between partners i and j at time t.      is a s et of 

timevarying exporter (destination) fixed effects. They also control for all unobservable inward 

multilateral resistances including all total expenditure in line with structural model of 

Anderson and van Wincoop (2003). In similar vein,      indicates all set of time varying 

                                                                     

6Essentially, the omission of this control will make the       coefficient to have upwards bias because they tend 

to pick up trade creation that is unrelated to        simply due to unobservable factors. Therefore, the 

introduction of country-pair fixed effects absorbs all the non-time varying variables that are likely to bias our 

coefficient of interest.  
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exporter (source) fixed effects, which also account for outward multilateral resistances and 

total shipments form the structural gravity model                    represent a set 

country-pair fixed effects that follow Baier and Bergstrand (2007), are utilized to address 

endogeneity of bilateral currency swap. While                         captures the economic 

sizes and all trade cost related variables conventional considered within the intuitive gravity 

structure. To robustly confirm our empirical investigation on trade diversion and 

trade-creation effects we adopt both the intuitive and structural economic gravity as in 

specification (7) and (8) using the PPML estimator. 

                                               
                               (8) 

 We include two set of zero-one dummy variables to depict whether two trading partners 

are join the RMB swap agreement in year t,          or whether only one trading partner has 

joined,                  These dummies allow us to isolate three effects swaps may exert on 

the level of trade flows.
7
 In effect, a positive coefficient on                            

captures 

trade creation among the swap recipients, while trade diversion is suggestive of negative 

coefficient in          . Table B8in the appendix reports the results of the intuitive gravity 

equation without country-pair fixed effects, this is to allow us to compare the alternative 

variation inspecification 13 to gauge the robustness of the findings. The coefficients of the 

intuitive gravity relatively have the expected signs as shown in Table 6 in the appendix. 

Equation (13) is used following the recommendation Santos Silva and Tenreyro (2006), we 

estimate an alternative model using Poisson Pseudo Maximum-likelihood (PPML) estimator 

to account for the pattern of heteroskedasticity imbedded in trade data. 

The gravity equation provides an avenue for revealed evidence of trade diversion through an 

ex-post analysis of trade flow. Our empirical results confirm that RMB bilateral currency 

swap network is trade-creating, without evidence of trade diversion. Specifically, we find that 

                                                                     

7See Anderson (2001) for in depth review of the theoretical foundation of economic gravity. Our analysis 

follows the literature of FTAs for our empirical investigation of bilateral currency configured as a form of trade 

policy (Frankel 1997; Magee, 2003; Baier and Bergstrand, 2002, 2004; and Baier and Bargstrand, 20007). 

Recently, Baier and Bergstrand (2007) utilize a gravity set up with fixed effects and successfully account for the 

endogeneity of FTAs. They showed that on the average, FTAs doubles member countries trade with phase-in 

effect of ten years. Similarly, Anderson and Yotov (2011) use structural gravity model to estimate terms of trade 

and efficiency gains form FTAs in the world. The central objective of this paper is to obtain trade diversion and 

trade-creation effects of a newly emerging trade agreement (RMB bilateral currency swap route of China) within 

the same similar framework. 
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RMB bilateral currency swap network rarely divert the trade signatories to the swap 

agreement away from the non-member countries. Specification 13 in Table 7 maintains that 

bilateral currency swap have significant effects on trade creation, this is evidenced by the 

positive signs of both Currency Swap and TD_Bcswap with magnitude of [exp(1.775)-1] = 

4.9 and [exp(1.804)-1] = 5.07 respectively.8 

Table 2: Structural Gravity: Trade Effects of Chinas’ Bilateral Currency Swap 

 PPML PPML PPML PPML PPML 

Currency Swap 1.974*** 1.681*** 1.681*** 1.823*** 1.775*** 

 (0.201) (0.203) (0.203) (0.101) (0.118) 

TD_Swap 1.968*** 1.697*** 1.697*** 1.805*** 1.804*** 

 (0.0531) (0.0542) (0.0542) (0.0781) (0.0781)             0.256*** 

     (0.0954) 

      

Observations 731,826 731,826 730,063 730,063 730,063 

R-squared 0.687 0.690 0.6541 0.711 0.685 

 

Santos Silva and Tenreyro (2006) applied Poisson Pseudo Maximum Likelihood estimator to 

estimate gravity model; they show that the PPML estimator performs reasonably well even in 

the presence of high proportion of zero.
9
 Estimating the empirical gravity in multiplicative is 

the convenient way to deal with the significant amount of zeros, instead of logarithmic form. 

Similarly, heteroscedasticity is another major concern in dealing with trade data. The problem 

is importantbecausein the presence of heteroscedasticity and Jensen’s inequality as pointed by 
Silva and Tenreyro (2006), the gravity model estimates of the effects of trade policy and trade 

costs are likely to be biased and inconsistent with OLS estimator in logarithmic form. 

For example, the mean of        depends on a higher moment of        , therefore, including 

its variance is important. Suppose         is heteroskedastic, and in practice this possibility 

might be prevalent. Then the expected mean of the error term depends on one or more 

covariates due to inclusion of variance term. Therefore, this tends to violate the first 

assumption of OLS which is suggestive of the fact that the estimator may be biased and 

inconsistent. More so, this kind of heteroskedasticity is not address simply by applying a 

covariance matrix estimator, because it affects the parameter estimates in addition to standard 

                                                                     

8Swap captures trade-creation while Td_Swap denotes the variables represent trade diversion. 

9Silva and Tenrenyro (2006) depicts the multiplicative gravity expressed as an exponential function of the 

gravity equation, which provides a nonlinear least square estimator (NLS). 
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errors.  Our investigation of currency swap on trade applied structural gravity using both 

OLS and PPML in order to gauge between the two alternative approaches. 

The benchmark model is as follows, we estimate the gravity model and discusses the 

estimation results via pooled OLS and Poisson Pseudo likelihood (PPML) followed by 

alternative variations of the benchmark model.  We further proceed to discuss estimates 

related to the theoretical (structural) gravity model à la Anderson and Van wincoop (2003) 

model. It is relevant to note that the significant variance between the two approaches is the 

way estimates rely on many controls using econometric panel techniques to account for the 

multilateral resistance term (price indices). Given that, the price indices derived from the 

theoretical model are not observable. We discussed these two sets of techniques in equation 

(6), i.e., the fixed effects and the first difference estimation. Subsequently, we address an 

important issue of concern especially in the estimation of gravity model for applied trade 

policy research, namely, the possibility that some our explanatory variables may be 

endogenous in equation (6) 

5. Conclusion 

Chen et al. (2009) evaluate RMB internationalization process as part of the broader desire to 

reform and regenerate the international monetary system to represent a more diverse and 

interconnected global economy. In addition, the study reports that the use of RMB in trade 

financing has rapidly increase in recent years. In the same vein, another concern that leads to 

China‟s combined efforts to promote the cross-border use of RMB relates to the overall move 

to improve its financial liberalization program. In effect, to reduce China‟s reliance on the 

US-centric global financial system. Therefore, the RMB internationalization is to support the 

international monetary system reform. For example, the pace at which dollar accumulation 

expose many countries running surpluses in the current account, and by implication stand the 

risk of sudden dollar shortage. Internationalization of RMB in the subsequent years ahead is 

an alternative solution to this form of currency risk. In a way, this could help the move 

towards rebalancing the international monetary system that relies on few de facto currencies 

(Detais, 2016; and Eichengreen, 2011; and Chen and Cheung, 2009; Gao and Yu, 2009) 

argued that challenges still lie ahead for RMB; crucially the question is whether Chinese 

authorities will sequentially alter the status quo by ensuring more flexibility of the RMB 

exchange ratesandfull liberalization of the financial markets among factors others is key for 

RMB internationalization and becoming entirely part of the international monetary system 

reform. Nevertheless, along with the desire to fulfil the objective of international monetary 

reform several reasons account for the RMB internationalization. For example, Cheung et al. 

(2011) stressed that RMB‟s status does not match China‟s positioning in the world economy, 
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as the second-largest economy. Among other reasons mainly advanced in the literature, 

including the following: 

RMB internationalization will help in the reduction of currency risk for both the exporter and 

importer so that the acceptance of RMB as trade settlement currency would promote 

international trade and investment, which is beneficial for both China and its global trading 

partners. 

Similarly, RMB internationalization will reduce high exposure to dollar exchange rate 

volatility, given China‟s position as the holder of foreign exchange rate reserves and the lion 
share of the stockpile reserve is in US dollar (the dominant international reserve currency). 

Therefore, China‟s US dollar accumulation will likely reduce downward or reverse as RMB 
gains acceptance for global trade and investment. 

Furthermore, Cheung et al. (2011), Ruan (2013), Yu (2012) and Ito (2011) emphasized 

arguments far from globalizing RMB as a store of value nor efforts build up a network of a 

financial hub in East Asia and beyond. They extend that the move is part of China‟s strategy 
to rebalance the lingering skewed international balance sheet - namely large and rapidly 

increasing exposure to foreign exchange rate risk. Stressing that the exposure derives from the 

combination of China‟s openness to direct investment from the rest of the world, current 
account surpluses, and lack of RMB internationalization. Furthermore, China like many 

advanced economies, at present it has a short position in its currency and a long position in 

other reserve currencies especially the US dollar (this accounts for inward direct investment 

and inward portfolio equity as RMB liabilities). Comparing China with Japan, the former now 

has a sizeable second source of its net foreign currency, with the persistently sizeable current 

account surpluses for a decade. The flows had cumulated into a stock known as the net 

international investment position, which is the difference between the nation‟s external assets 
and its liabilities. The continuous surpluses in China‟s current account had built up and 
positioned the Chinese economy as a net creditor nation.  Cheung et al. (2011) added that 

the Chinese economy is converging with that of Japan at 40-50 percent GDP. In comparison, 

Japan‟s massive reserves position racked up over a generation, while China‟s standing 
witnessed a swift swing in a decade, moving from a net debtor of some 10% of GDP to a net 

creditor of 37% in 2009. Besides, in the case of China, the rest of the world‟s equity position 
and net investment in foreign currency, which is the sum of China‟s long position in foreign 
currency. In 2009, the amount approximated to 60 percent of China‟s GDP. The government 
absorbs the risk in the form of foreign exchange reserves financed by RMB liabilities 

(including reserves and Central Bank bills. The same authors argued that with RMB 

internationalization if some of China‟s claims to the rest of the world become RMB 

denominated, in turn, this would reduce the long foreign currency position of China when it 

claims on the rest of the world are denominated in RMB.  Again, using Japan as an example, 
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Cheung et al. (2011) further maintained that the international use of creditor country‟s 
currency could allow the rest of the world to share the creditor country‟s currency risk. 
Significantly, modest internationalization of Japanese Yen permitted the rest of the world to 

share the foreign exchange exposure as the world uses yen denominate both assets and 

liabilities. Moreover, the claim of Japan to the rest of the world equivalent to the modest 

amount of 2% of its GDP. Considerably, the Chinese economy in its short lifespan as a strong 

creditor nation has piled up substantial foreign exchange exposure like that of Japan (see 

Cheung et al. 2011, p. 47). However, in Japan case, most Japanese companies, like pension 

funds, and mutual funds received and held a stock of securities denominated in Yen, doubling 

its official reserve. Which is equivalent to one-third of the GDP, which is around 11.6 percent, 

denominated in Japanese Yen. In comparison, the net international assets as a share of its 

GDP are still small relative to that of Japan. However, it overall long position in foreign 

exchange is as large as that of Japanese economy or even more significant. The long position 

is attributable to a more significant share of GDP in foreign holdings of equities in China due 

to the massive amount of foreign direct investment (FDI) inflows for almost two decades and 

lack of RMB internationalization. Therefore, the potential strategy seen to curb this challenge 

is RMB internationalization, mainly to ensure denomination of most of China‟s external 

claims in RMB. The combination of these entire factors made the Chinese authorities to put a 

proactive strategy in place to ensure RMB internationalization.
10

 Cheung et al. (2011) refer 

this policy as “renminbization of China‟s claim to the rest of the world.” The People‟s Bank 
of China (PBOC) sets to achieve the full convertibility of its currency through triple steps. 

First, RMB as a global trade currency, where business outside China are acquaintedwith using 

RMB for its payments and receipts of goods and services traded. Second, RMB as a global 

investment currency has the main objective is to ensure that RMB is freely investible, i.e., 

investors can be able to move their RMB-based holdings across the border, and global firms 

may require the conversion of their earning in RMB into other currencies.  Thirdly, RMB 

as a global reserve currency, with the increasing importance of China as economic leader in 

the arena of international trade, the government is determined to match its currency with its 

position (Li, 2013; Lai and Zhou, 2012 Kamps, 2006; and Eichengreen, 2011) 

 

                                                                     

10
Additionally, another key factor resides in the objective of international system rebalancing; available evidence 

reveals that at least 30 world‟s central banks hold a portion of their reserves in RMB. Relatively, this is an 

indication of some level of acceptance of the RMB by number of Central Banks in the world, suggesting that 

RMB is effectively on the path of becoming a de facto reserve currency, although challenges such as 

inconvertibility and capital controls among other still lingers a head. 
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Table 3: Pooled OLS Gravity Estimates 

 [Column 1] [Column 2] [Column 3] 

    

Exp Income 1.119*** 1.088*** 0.959*** 

 (0.00639) (0.00614) (0.00500) 

Imp Expenditure 0.835*** 0.893*** 0.959*** 

 (0.00651) (0.00626) (0.00499) 

Distance -1.203*** -1.166*** -1.192*** 

 (0.0185) (0.0179) (0.0150) 

Border 0.766*** 0.634*** 0.723*** 

 (0.0810) (0.0798) (0.0737) 

Colony 1.656*** 1.668*** 1.547*** 

 (0.0966) (0.0916) (0.0838) 

Island 0.331*** 0.352*** 0.349*** 

 (0.0303) (0.0291) (0.0239) 

Landlocked -0.691*** -0.643*** -0.707*** 

 (0.0280) (0.0274) (0.0222) 

Common language 0.716*** 0.763*** 0.775*** 

 (0.0359) (0.0350) (0.0288) 

Common nation -0.0506 0.0737 0.272*** 

 (0.177) (0.106) (0.0822) 

RTA 0.490*** 0.469*** 0.433*** 

 (0.0351) (0.0349) (0.0296) 

Currency Swap 0.247 0.440*** 0.531*** 

 (0.196) (0.152) (0.172) 

    

Observations 635,137 657,835 853,918 

R-squared 0.548 0.561 0.606 
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Table 4: Structural Gravity Estimate (Sample 1990 – 2017) 

 Pair 

Fixed Effects 

Bilateral 

Fixed Effects 

Pair 

Fixed Effects 

PPML 

 

PPML 

      

Currency swap 0.740*** 1.229** 3.078*** 0.740** 0.676*** 

 (0.0969) (0.612) (0.269) (0.0969) (0.116) 

      

Observations 22,980 22,984 22,984 22,980 22,980 

R-squared 0.671 0.619 0.643 0.611 0.622 

 

Table 5: Robustness Check: Structural Gravity Estimates  

 Time Bilateral Pair PPML PPML 

 Fixed 

Effects 

Fixed 

Effects 

Fixed 

Effects 

Pair Fixed 

Effects 

Pair Fixed 

Effects 

Currency Swap 1.258*** 0.986*** 0.986*** 1.286*** 1.223*** 

 (0.196) (0.196) (0.196) (0.0751) (0.0876)                      0.337*** 

Observations 444,290 444,290 442,584 442,584 442,584 

R-squared 0.587 0.653 0.653 0.676 0.664 
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